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Reprint of the first edition. Profusely illustrated with most in color. Biography followed by 130 page

bibliography of his art work appearances in all mediums. Best bibliography to-date of Wyeth. 199

pages. cloth, dust jacket.. 4to..

What!... not one person has given this book 5 stars.. Dang! ...somethings wrong. THis is a goldmine

for any artist. There are literally hundreds of wonderful pictures and with lots in color. Wyeth at his

best from drawings, sketches to oil paintings. If your a budding artist this book will show what is

essential in making a picture. Wyeth came closer to PYle ideas then Harvey Dunn..not to take

anything from Mr. Dunn who was a genius himself, but Wyeth makes living things in pictures like

Pyle taught to do. Not like today where its really rare to find any artist work in this mind set and

make us feel something when observing. The book also contains so much info on Wyeth himself

during his year with Pyle, a plethora from many events in his life. It's a nice large book with stock

glossy paper. Grab it and soak up real art from the golden age of illustration. I bought mine for $5

dollars.....a golden nugget in the sand.



As others have noted, this book would have been better with more color plates. However, the

grayscale images are fantastic for seeing how Wyeth approached value in his images. I would

actually recommend this books for students instead of folks who simply enjoy Wyeth's work.

Wyeth remains among the great illustrators....like Remington, he captures an era that no longer

exists.

Beautiful book - a wonderful addition to my library. Very enjoyable.

N.C. Wyeth .... what more do you need to hear.

N.C. Wyeth's work is amazing , but I was expecting a lot more full color versions of his work. Wyeth

in color can't be beat, so seeing some of his work in black and white kind of defeats the purpose.

Last year we checked out an art show in Tyler, Texas on all three Wyeths - N.C. (grandfather),

Andrew (father) and Jamie (Andrew's son and N.C.'s grandson) - it was fantastic! Jamie and N.C.

are my favorites. N.C. was a fantastic illustrator - illustrating books from Treasure Island to

Kidnapped and advertisements as well. This book covers a wonderful selection of his art from the

beginning to the end. Sure to enjoy and desire for your library!!

Good book with much information for those interested in Wyeth; but the copy I received was in a

very poor condition.
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